AGNI PURANAM,
by ten fingers. The intervening space between the neck
and the breast shall be thrice the length of the neck, and
shall be thrice as much broad plus eight fingers (25). The
shoulders shall measure eight fingers, and the two blessed
shoulder regions sixteen fingers,
the arm shall measure seven natras in length, and
the Prabahu sixteen fingers only (26). The extended arms
shall be three Kalas in length, and the Prabahu will be of
equal measure with the same. O Bramhan, the arm shall
have a breadth of nine Kalas at the upper part (27), seven-
teen angulis at the middle and sixteen angulis above the
elbow-joint, its circumference being thrice as much (28).
The measure round the Prabahu shall be sixteen angults,
while that of the forearm twelve (29). The palm of the
hand shall be six angulis in breadth, and seven angulis
in length (30). The middle finger shall measure five fingers
in length, the fore and the ring fingers being respectively
less than that by the width of half a finger, and the thumb
and the little fingers shall measure four fingers each (31).
The thumb shall have only two marks of joint or phalanges oa
its back, and the remaining fingers shall have three, and the
nail is to be placed at the top of each finger (32). The stomach
shall be of the same dimension with the chest; and the
naval shall be a finger broad, and deep according to propor-
tion (33), The intervening space, between the navel and
the region of the genital, shall a tal broad, and the girth
about the umbilicus shall be forty two fingers (34)- The
breasts shall be placed a tal apart, and the chins shall mea-
sure zjaba each, and their roundness will occupy two pada
measures of spaces (35), The measure round the breast
will be sixty four fingers, while the girth round its lower
extremity shall be of four mukhas (36). The circumfer-
ence round the waist shall hi fifty-four fingers, and the
tjreadLh about the thighs shall be twelve (37). The middle
part of the thigh shall be broader than its upper part and

